
Stand up and say:
Cheese!
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The unicorn wants to meet his 
friend. Where is the wild boar? 
Put your figure to the wild-boar 
picture-field!

What is this?
a) a stone
b) a belt
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The seven flies want 
jam. Go back to 

You pricked yourself 
with the needle.
Miss the next turn!

Look! The tailor!
Is he a hero or a loser?
Ask your right neighbour and 
change places!

The wild boar!
Stand up and grunt!
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Fly like a bird!
Go to 
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Doǹ t sleep!
Miss the next turn!
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Play in groups (2-6)
Roll the dice - Take turns
Picture fields: Follow the 

instruction or answer 
the question. 
If you can`t: 
Miss a turn!

 Look! The belt.
 Say: Seven at once!

Start
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 Who is this?
 a) the giant
 b) the hero

 Sew the dress for the  
 princess!
 Go to 

3
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The old woman is 
angry.
Go back to  71
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A tailor and a princess? 
Stand up and say loudly: 
No way!

angry - verärgert
grunt - grunzen
to meet - treffen

to prick -stechen
to sew - nähen
yummy- lecker
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You want to make a sandwich. 
You need the cheese. 
So go back to

I want to _ _ _ _ _  you!
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in the castle

in the town

The brave tailor -Board Game
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Two glasses of jam!
Say Yummy, yummy and
change place with your left 
neighbour!
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Doǹ t go alone into the forest!
Take the figure of your right neigbour 
and put it to 
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